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In the hidden secrets, there exist numerous histories.
Among them Hidden Coin is an integrated payment coin which processe
s a number of payment ecosystems in construction and industrial sites i
n an easy and convenient manner.

“Hidden coin ? . Pay coin !"

The information in this white paper is not complete and does not constitute contractual
obligations.

This white paper has been prepared to provide important and detailed information to potential coin holders,
to enhance the credibility of the company, and to help potential holders to make a decision on the initial
Hidden Coin (HDN) offering. The information in this white paper should not be interpreted as coin
distribution or investment proposal. Hidden Coin is not proposed for sales as any type of securities in any
jurisdictions. The company does not provide HDN Coin to those who are legally incapable or incompetent to
purchase HDN Coin as per the related laws and regulations. For further details, please consult your legal,
financial, tax, or other consultants.
This document has nothing to do with jurisdictional laws or regulations to protect investors and are not
regulated for investor-related issues. Some of the contents in this document such as statements,
calculations, and financial indicators are preliminary information, which is based on known and unknown
risks and uncertainties. Thus, the actual situation and results can be substantially different from the
prospects directly and indirectly.
Your ICO participation should be voluntary. The ICO is an essential and voluntary crowdfunding donation
campaign. To participate in the ICO, the agreement to the crowdfunding donation campaign terms and
conditions is required. Before involving in the ICO, please read carefully the followings to see whether you
understand related conditions and risks. By accepting the conditions to participate in the crowdfunding
campaign, you are effectively offering assurance, which is a prerequisite for the ICO participation. Without
such assurance or statement, it can be difficult for you to participate in the ICO and purchase of HDN Coin.
Campaign)입니다.
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INTRODUCTION

CRYPTOCURRENCY FOR THE PAYMENT SOLUTION IN INDUSTRIAL SITES

New Paradigm of Pay
Over the barrier of time and space without risk
What is Hidden?
Hidden means secretive, veiled, or mysterious.
Hidden Coin is a digital cryptocurrency which is to replace cash, checks, or notes to pay materials, labors,
and all sorts of expenses in construction and industrial sites.
The use of Hidden Coin will offer transaction counterparts new profits through the value increase of the
Coin. The demand and supply among the Coin holders and the use of the Coin will exponentially increase
as numerous transactions are made, creating a great riffle effect.
In construction and industrial sites payments for materials, equipment lending, and wages are made
monthly/weekly/daily and the related payment types are numerous and complicated. The payment
methods are also diverse like cash, check, credit card, or note.
Hidden Coin was created from pondering over the way to make more convenient payments. Payment
delay and low cash turnover ratio of notes or checks in industrial sites can lead to insolvency or wage
payment delay, which makes the life of companies and industrial workers a lot more difficult.
We intend to overcome this problem through the development and use of Hidden Coin. Coin users can
make a payment purchasing the Coins at a low price while Coin holders can enjoy added values through
the value increase of Hidden Coin. Further expansion of users, transactions, and businesses will make it
possible for the Coin to be used as a medium of exchange like Bitcoin, Ethereum, or Ripple. We aim for
Hidden Coin to be used anywhere in the country and the world.
By using the blockchain payment system in construction sites, the HDN platform can minimize
inefficiency occurring in the transaction process through a novel trust protocol.
This white paper presents potential payment issues taking place in construction and industrial sites, its
consequences to various payment, and its solution through the use of Hidden Coin. It also provides
business objectives through market and competition analysis of construction and industrial markets and
more detailed on/offline business models which exploits Hidden Coin. The details of HDN Coin platform
and technical analysis are also contained.
Lastly, the detailed ICO plan of HDN Coin and professionals for this project are introduced.

CRYPTOCURRENCY FOR THE PAYMENT SOLUTION IN
CONSTRUCTION AND INDUSTRIAL SITES
One step further in Construction industry
1.5~4.5% of merchant fees and 0.15~0.3% of agency fees are applied to existing
on/offline payments for contract winning and various construction expenses. In
case of bank transfer, $15~20 of remittance fees are also applied per transaction
with some variation per transfer amount.
These fees are expenses to related parties while financial institutions are the ones
who take all those benefits. Hidden Coin is a blockchain-based platform which
can return these profits to coin users by minimizing such transaction fees.
The independent decentralization of assets can produce innovation in assets
storage and exchange. Because there are no boarders in decentralized markets
of assets, users all over the world can freely interact.
Decentralization is strong against attacks or collusions of individuals and also
against random errors. Through decentralization users can completely control
their assets without the necessity to trust the third parties. Thus, assets can be
stored and exchanged in a much safer and simpler manner. The Hidden Coin
platform allows users to safely and swiftly exchange their assets through
decentralized P2P asset transactions.
Based on conventional financial systems and crypto economies, the Hidden Coin
team aims to substantially lower transaction-related fees through blockchain
technology and establish an ecosystem where users can safely and swiftly
exchange their assets through decentralized P2P asset transactions.
As the Hidden Coin platform has interfaces tied to the firm’s electronic wallet, it
allows users to use various services in an easy and convenient manner through
their familiar APP platforms. We aim our platform to be used in everyday life for
various purposes in addition to construction and industrial payments.
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CURRENT STATUS OF DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL
CONSTRUCTION MARKETS
◆ Current state of domestic markets
Contract winning and average contract amount per company of domestic general contractors
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Current state of overseas markets
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GDP Trend
Economic Growth Rate per industry
( Unit : % )
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Given domestic and overseas GDP trends, construction accounts for a significant proportion
and the size of related fund transfer and payment is considerable. However, it is not free fro
m the involvement of intermediaries and all sorts of taxes, suffering various fees as well.

SIZE OF CRYPTOCURRENCY MARKETS
The cryptocurrency market is expanding and deepening at fast pace and the size of the w
orld cryptocurrency market is $0.72 trillion as of the year 2018.

The merits and potentials of cryptocurrencies are well acknowledged but the lack of financi
al institutions which support cryptocurrency-related transactions and anonymity have bee
n obstacles for cryptocurrencies to be part of main currencies.
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SIZE OF ON/OFF – LINE PAY markets
Size of Domestic Mobile Payment Market
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Non-cash Transactions (unit: : billion)
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Global financial institution payments are increasingly more important. For example, the daily wo
rldwide transaction volume of SWIFT reaches about $5 trillion, yearly $1,250 billion.
The chart above shows year-over-year growth.
Emerging markets grow faster but the established markets in the regions like North America and
Europe are much larger and readily available for cryptocurrency-based payment solutions.

CURRENT STATUS OF FUND TRANSFER

Electronic Fund Transfer (hereafter, “EFT”) is a transaction where fund transfers from one fina
ncial institution to another (or from one account to another) in accordance with customer reque
st. For this transaction financial institutions exchange electronic messages which enable bookk
eeping and fund transfer. EFT is a basic mechanism which companies use for fund transfer bet
ween two parties.
Financial institutions transfer fund by exchanging electronic messages according to well-know
n and fully-supported standards such as SWIFT and ISO 20022. Exchanged messages between
financial institutions direct the outgoing bank to withdraw fund from the sender’s account and t
he receiving bank to deposit the fund into the recipient’s account. The related parties for fund tr
ansfer are as follow:
• Sender (company or individual) – transfer initiator
• Recipient – final fund recipient
• Outgoing bank – a financial institution which sends fund to a receiving bank in accordance wit
h a sender’s request
• Receiving bank – a financial institution which receives fund and deposits it into a recipient’s a
ccount
• Intermediaries – other financial institutions necessary to perform fund transfer

Payment
Order

Sender

Credit
Account

Message

Outgoing
bank

Receiving
bank

Recipient
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TARGET MARKET
A number of cryptocurrencies are actively traded for speculative or investment purposes and its
market size reaches tens or hundreds of trillion Korean won, market-based. Unlike other cryptoc
urrencies, Hidden Coin has been developed, aiming payment as its main function so that it can b
e used in everyday life.
In construction and industrial sites payments for materials, equipment lending, and wages are m
ade on monthly/weekly/daily basis. There are unbelievably numerous types of payments and its
system is complicating and payment media is various like cash, checks, and notes.
Hidden Coin was motivated by the desire to make payment more convenient. Payment delay or l
ow cash turnover rate of notes and checks in industrial sites leads to insolvency or payment dela
y of wages, which in turn makes the life of related people and companies more difficult and miser
able.
We aim to overcome these problems by developing and using Hidden Coins.

ON/OFF–LINE PAYMENT
Hidden Coin is a software solution set which supports web-based natives and is compatible with
most major operating systems and commercial hardware. The payment system of Hidden Coin i
s essentially as follows.

1
2

Payment core of Hidden coin
It consists of database, processing server which operates database, and API which link
s the database with diverse outside users like sellers or cryptocurrency core teams.

Payment processing gateway set
The gateway creates communication uniform by applying business logic of the firm’s p
ayment partners.

3
4

All-in-one multiple cryptocurrency wallet of Hidden Coin
It can send and receive cryptocurrencies which can be usable in the Hidden Coin paym
ent system.

Independent POS system
This is used for merchants in the Hidden Coin payment system, processing payments
using QR codes.

ON/OFF–LINE PAYMENT
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Enjoy your stylish business and campus life withBIZCAM
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Mobile wallet

Hidden coin node
Hidden coin node
Exchange node
Bank
Other Coin node

Customers
고객
Gateway is linked to nodes and each node indicates cryptocurrency which can be used as a pa
yment medium in the Hidden Coin system. The conversion between Hidden Coin core and curr
ency can be smooth as the gateway is directly connected to the exchange. Cryptocurrency can
also be directly converted into cash as the Hidden Coin core can be connected to the partner b
ank.
Lastly, the gateway can perform an interoperability interface function between Hidden Coin a
nd other payment systems such as BitPay, Coinbase, CoinGate, and Graft.

ON/OFF–LINE PAYMENT
POS integration, QR code creation

Hidden Coin can process payments through existing POS solution, payment processing and guest
management software, plug-in writing and API integration..
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ON/OFF–LINE PAYMENT

Whenever a merchant wants to make payment with Hidden Coin, it should submit a bill to a customer.
Billing details are not traceable but only the total transaction amount is. A merchant should create an
order first to initiate a billing through the POS software or the independent Hidden POS Merchant App.
The order will include order ID (a unique ID created by the merchant POS software), Hidden Coin to be
used in payment, and payment amount.
When a merchant creates an order and send it to the Hidden Coin merchant API, the Hidden Coin API
will verifies the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Duplication of order ID
Payment qualification
Whether a merchant is a Hidden Coin partner merchant
Authentification of Hidden Coin that a customer uses in payment
Payment amount – whether the amount is too high or too low to process the payment
Other special requirements of a merchant

If the verification turns out to be successful, the verified order will receive a transaction ID in the syste
m. The database stores the information on customers, transactions, currencies, and gateway. The pro
cessing server is a server application which polls the data from the gateway and various APIs and proc
ess it within the database. The gateway was already explained in the Hidden Coin system section. That
each transaction creates a blockchain address is an important matter to understand how the gateway i
s associated with the Hidden Coin POS integration. With this, blockchain transaction are linked to existi
ng accounting and payment processing technology for all Hidden Coins that is usable in the system..

ON/OFF–LINE PAYMENT
POS Integration, Transaction Status Polling
Merchants present customers a billing which contains a QR code and customers start the payment wit
h cryptocurrencies. Then the Hidden Coin core verify the payment status by periodically polling custo
mers’ Hidden Coin blockchain though the related gateway.
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ON/OFF–LINE PAYMENT
POS Integration, Transaction Success and Balance Update
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ON/OFF–LINE PAYMENT
ON LINE Payment Service
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• Use coin exchange infrastructure (API) all over the world
• Coin is free from exchange rates of different currencies of different countries.
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• The time spent from transfer request to the completion will be up to 1 minute, whic
h is close to real-time transaction.

HIDDEN COIN

APP Electronic Wallet /POS System

CONSTRUCTIONINDUSTRY( HIDDENCOIN)

Blockchain technology of payment system with no involvement of the third
parties
Fund can be transferred online from one side to the other without any involvement of financial
institutions if complete P2P Hidden Coin is used. Electronic signature a general solution but if
a trusted third parties are involved to prevent double-spending, then it is not what we desire.
This white paper intends to present a solution to prevent double-spending by using a P2P net
work. This network timestamp in a hash-based proof-of-work chain through hashing work w
hich process encrypted functions and such time is very safe as it cannot be modified without r
e-performing proof-of-work. The longest chain is continuous records of transactions verified
by the network and the results of the biggest CPU power. Unless majority of computing power
s agree to attack the network, the longest chain is safe from outside attacks. The network also
requires minimum structure. Doing the upmost efforts, the message is delivered to the netwo
rk and nodes can leave and reconnect the network anytime, taking the longest proof-of-work
chain.

CONSTRUCTIONINDUSTRY( HIDDENCOIN)

Blockchain technology of payment system with no involvement of the third
parties
On/offline commercial transactions mostly relay on financial institutions to assume the role of
a trusted third party. Such system runs okay for most ordinary transactions but it has an inher
ent weakness that is it is based on trust. The involvement of financial institutions necessarily e
ntails disputes for arbitration and cannot guarantee completely irrevocable transactions. Furt
her arbitration-related fees increase transaction expenses, restrict the minimum transaction,
and fundamentally blocks small and simple transactions, which leads to a lot greater expense
s. Revocable transactions generally require a lot more trust. Being more suspicious of custom
ers, merchants will require unnecessary customer information. Even so, they still should endu
re some frauds. This increase in expenses and payment uncertainty will be solved if real curre
ncies are directly used but it is unrealistic.

By using the encrypted-based electronic payment system, not credit-based, direct transactio
ns will be enabled without the involvement of trusted third parties. Irrevocable transactions wi
ll protect merchants from frauds and also customers through the escrow system. This docume
nt presents a way to prevent double-spending with a system to prove transaction sequence t
hrough the P2P timestamp server. This system will be safe as long as honest nodes retain mor
e computing power than an attacker group.

CONSTRUCTIONINDUSTRY( HIDDENCOIN)

Transactions
Let’s define electronic currency as a sequence of digital signatures. Holders hash, sign electroni
cally, and send public keys of prior transactions and the following holder, attaching the keys to C
oins. Recipients can verify signatures by checking the ownership of chains.
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The problem is that a recipient cannot verify whether an original owner did not do double-spendi
ng. A general solution to this is to have a trusted central agency to confirm the existence of doubl
e-spending. The risk if double-spending can be prevented If this agency receives all the coins fro
m transactions and issue new coins and only the transactions passed through the agency are adm
itted valid. The problem with this solution is the fate of the whole system entirely relies on the cen
tral agency which is involved in all transactions.
A recipient should be able to verify whether or not a prior owner signed for a transaction (by using
the balance of existing coins). For this it is unnecessary to check whether there is double-spendin
g in subsequent transactions as long as the very first transaction is dealt with by checking signatu
res. The only way to confirm whether there is any missing transaction is to check all transactions.
With a central agency model, the central agency can confirm all transactions and determine whic
h transaction was made first. With a model without a central agency, transactions should be publi
cly known and a system is required to use one record which chronically shows all participants’ rec
ords. Recipients need a proof that the majority of nodes took place for the first time, implying tran
sactions are not double-spending.

CONSTRUCTIONINDUSTRY( HIDDENCOIN)

TimestampServer
Blockchain technology of payment system with no involvement of the third
parties
Our proposed solution starts from the timestamp server. The timestamp server takes hash of
chronically recorded blocks and issues hash like newspapers or Usenet posts [2-5]. It should
be proved that the data existed at the recorded time for it to be taken as hash. Each timestam
p has a structure which contains prior timestamps in the form of hash, forming in turn a chain
which strengthens prior timestamps.
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CONSTRUCTIONINDUSTRY( HIDDENCOIN)

Proof-of-Work

To realize a P2P-based distributed timestamp server, a proof-of-work system similar to Adam Bac
k’s Hashcash [6] should be used, not Usenet or newspapers. Proof-of-work requires a process to fi
nd values starting with zero when a transaction is hashed through algorithm like SHA-256. The tim
e spent for this work which performs hash once reaches a certain average value, exponentially incre
ase the required time when zeros are more requested.
The timestamp network realizes proof-of-work by increasing nonce, a random number, until it has
the satisfying 0 bit as a result of block hashing. Once the CPU-performing results satisfy proof-ofwork, the block cannot be modified unless the same work is iterated. To modify one block, proof-ifwork should be performed for all blocks linked to the concerned block.
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Proof-of-work should resolve the issue of representativeness in a majority decision. If one vote is a
warded for one IP address, anybody can disrupt the system by securing more IP addresses. Proof-of
-work, however, awards the votes proportionally to computing power. The longest chain contains t
he greatest computing power (proof-of-work) and thus it becomes the decision by majority. If hon
est nodes account for majority of computing power, the honest chain will grow fastest, overwhelmin
g other competing chains. To modify one existing block, attackers should perform proof-of-work fo
r the concerned block and all subsequent blocks so that it can overtake the block length of honest n
odes. Later the possibility for a slower attacker to overtake an honest block will be mentioned.
The level of difficulty of proof-of-work will be determined following the moving average of blocks cr
eated per hour to compensate the increasing hardware speed and the motivation to perform nodes.
The faster blocks are created, the more difficult it gets.
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Network
The network works as follows:
1. New transactions are spread to all nodes.
2. Each node collects new transactions to a block.
3. Each node finds proof-of-work performed with the greatest level of difficulty in the block.
4. When finding a new proof-of-work, nodes spread the concerned block to the entire nodes.
5. Nodes take the block only if all transactions are valid and not already used.
6. By adding the block of hash form in the next block on the chain, nodes indicate that th
ey accepted the concerned block.
Nodes always consider the longest chain a right one and maintain the approved chain. When two no
des spread different versions for the next block at the same time, some nodes receive a different ve
rsion. In this case the work is performed based on the first delivered block but it prepares for the cas
e for the concerned block to be longer. If one of the chains gets longer after proof-of-work, two bloc
ks are not the same any longer so work is done based on the longer chain.
A new transaction does not have to be spread to the entire nodes. As long as it reaches most of nod
es, it will be included before the block gets longer. Although a node cannot receive a middle block, it
can form a correct chain at the request.

Incentive
The first transaction in a block is special by sending a new coin to the creator of the block. It is a comp
ensation to nodes which maintain the network and allows a distributed structure without a central ag
ency. The constant supply of new coins corresponds to gold miners mining gold. The use of CPU and
power is required for the mining.
Transaction fees are another compensation. If the amount entered is smaller than the output amount
, the difference is used as compensation for block creation as a form of transaction fees. Once all of th
e initial circulation is issued, only transaction fees will be given as compensation, getting out of inflati
on.
This compensation scheme encourages nodes to perform in good faith. If a selfish attack can have mo
re computing power than well-intentioned nodes, it will try to extort payments of others and take its
own benefits by creating new coins. Attackers, however, do not have to attack as complying with the
established rules will provide more coins.
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ReclaimingDiskSpace
When there are so many blocks for a coin, some blocks can be discarded to secure storage space, w
hich is possible as long as a transaction is hashed in Merkle Tree [7][2][5] and the route section of
Merkle Tree is included in the block hash. Old blocks can be minimized like pruning a tree. Internal
hash does not have to be stored.
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Priorhash
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Hash23
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Transacti
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Transacti
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Transact
ion 3

Transaction hashed in the form
of Merkle Tree

Hash23

Hash2

Hash3

Transact
ion 3

After eliminating
transaction 0, 1, 2.

Block header without no transaction is 80 bytes. Assuming a block is created every 10 minutes, the y
early consumed data is 80 bytes x 6 x 24 x 365 = 42MB. A regular computer as of year 2008 is equipp
ed with 2GB RAM so even if a block head is saved in memory, it should not be a problem as the memo
ry will increase by 1.2GB per year according to the Moore’s Law.
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SimplifiedPayment Verification

It is possible to verify payment without full network node. Until a user verifies that s/he has the longes
t chain, s/he can obtain a Merkle Tree branch which contains the concerned transaction by requesting t
he network nodes and securing the block header copy of the longest proof-or-work chain. Although a u
ser cannot check the transaction validity himself/herself, s/he can be assured by checking the chain link
s, the acceptance of network nodes, and whether the block is attached to the next section.
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Blockheader
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블
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블
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Hash3
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hich contains Transaction 3
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When honest nodes prevail the network, the verification work can be reliable, but it is not reliable in t
he network where attackers are powerful. Even with the verification process of network nodes, attac
kers can successfully deceive by forging the records and spreading the incorrect transaction details i
n the network where they can constantly maintain their power. One way to prevent this will be to do
wnload the entire blocks to confirm whether there exists any inconsistency, issuing alarms to networ
k nodes when finding any inconsistency. Thus, businesses which require frequent transactions will w
ant to directly operate their own nodes for prompt verification and an independent security system.
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CombiningandSplittingValue

It is possible to individually manage the coins but it will be inconvenient for small sized transactions.
So the system allows multiple inputs and outputs for combining and splitting value. Generally inputs
will be a large-size single input or the collection of small inputs and outputs will be either for payme
nt of to return the balance to the sender.

Transaction

Input

Output

Input

...

...

The fan-out which is caused when one transaction derives from multiple transactions, which comes f
rom even more transactions, should not be a problem here as it is unnecessary to extract the complet
e independent copy of transaction records.
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Privacy

The existing bank structure protects privacy by limiting the access to the information of a group in c
harge and a trusted 3rd party. This form of privacy cannot be adopted in the system which discloses
all the transactions but it is not impossible to protect privacy while sharing all transactions. That is t
he very anonymity. Every participant can confirm how much the transaction is but cannot know to w
hom the transaction belongs to. This is similar to how the securities exchange disclose its informatio
n as it discloses transaction time and volume but does not the ownership.

Conventionalprivacymodel

Identity

Transaction

Thetrusted3
rd party

Counterparty

Ordinary
person

New privacymodel

Identity

Transaction

Thetrusted
3rd party

As an additional firewall, a new key is required for every transaction to make it difficult to identify the
owners. For a transaction with multiple inputs it can be known that these inputs come from the same
owner. Because of the risk that once an owner’s key is disclosed, it can be revealed other transaction
s belong to the same owner, we recommend to use a new key every time a new transaction is made.
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Calculations

Now let’s think about a case attackers add a chain faster than an honest chain. Although this attac
k gets successful, it cannot create non-existing money as they wish. Nodes will not admit invalid tr
ansactions and honest nodes will not even allow such contents to be included in blocks. It is only po
ssible for attackers to attack to recover the money they transacted.
The competition between honest chains and attackers’ chains features binomial random walk. Let’
s assume that +1 is assigned when an honest chain successfully creates one block and -1 is assign
ed when an attacker chain successfully creates one block.
The possibility for attackers to overtake a good-faith chain starting from minus is similar to the Ga
mbler’s ruin problem. The probability for an attacker with deficit to reach the break-even point or t
o overtake an honest chain by indefinitely trying the game based on unlimited credit is as follows: [
8]

= probability for an honest node to find the next block
= probability for an attacker to find the next block
z = probability for an attacker with z blocks behind to overtake

z

=

if p < q

1
q/p

z

if p > q

Assuming p > q, the probability for an attacker to overtake the block exponentially decreases to the
increase in the number of blocks. Unless an attacker fortunately succeeds trying as quickly as possi
ble, the possibility gets lower as time passes by.
How much time will be considered enough for a sender not to be able to falsify the transaction from
the perspective of a recipient? An attacker as a sender will want a recipient to believe that s/he has
received the money then return the money again. The attacker will also want the alarm to be issued
not in time.
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A recipient sends a public key to a sender by creating a new pair of keys, which will prevent an atta
cker from generating blocks in the form of chain enough to run away. Once a transaction is transmi
tted, a dishonest sender will secretly start to generate chains which contain different transaction d
etails.
A recipient waits for a transaction to be included in a block and for z blocks to be added in. A recipie
nt will not know how much work an attacker has done but s/he can assume that honest blocks will
generate according to the average block creation time. The potential processing rate of an attacker
follows the mean value of the Poisson distribution as follows:

=
To calculate the probability for an attacker to overtake, the Poisson distribution is multiplied by the
processing rate for an attacker to overtake.

∞

q/p

−


=0

(z-k
)

1

!

if

<
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>

The formula not to include an infinite decimal will be
…

−
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1 -
=0

!
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IfusingClanguage...
#include
double AttackerSuccessProbability(double q,int z)
{
double p=1.0 -q;
double lambda =z*(q / p);
double sum =1.0;
int i,k;
for (k =0; k <=z; k++)
{
double poisson=exp(-lambda);
for (i =1; i <=k; i++)
poisson *= lambda / i; su
m -=poisson*(1 -pow(q / p,z -k));
}
return sum;
}
TheresultsshowthattheprobabilityexponentiallydecreasesaccordingtheincreaseofZ.
q=0.1
z=0 P=1.0000000 z
=1 P=0.2045873 z
=2 P=0.0509779 z
=3 P=0.0131722 z
=4 P=0.0034552 z
=5 P=0.0009137 z
=6 P=0.0002428 z
=7 P=0.0000647 z
=8 P=0.0000173 z
=9 P=0.0000046
z=10 P=0.0000012

q=0.3
z=0 P=1.0000000 z
=5 P=0.1773523 z=
10 P=0.0416605 z=
15 P=0.0101008 z=
20 P=0.0024804 z=
25 P=0.0006132 z=
30 P=0.0001522 z=
35 P=0.0000379 z=
40 P=0.0000095 z=
45 P=0.0000024 z=
50 P=0.0000006
When P is less than 0.1%...
P <0.001 q=0.1
0 z=5 q=0.15 z
=8 q=0.20 z=1
1 q=0.25 z=15
q=0.30 z=24 q
=0.35 z=41 q=
0.40 z=89 q=0.
45 z=340
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Conclusion

This document proposes a electronic trading system, not based on trust. A general system requirin
g electronic signature provides strong ownership control but is incomplete due to the double-spen
ding issue. To solve this issue, we propose a P2P network which publicly records transactions by us
ing proof-of-work. With this system, it is impossible for an attacker to easily manipulate transactio
ns as long as honest nodes have the majority computing power. This network is simple yet strong a
nd sound. Nodes can be unified just with a little cooperation. Identity does not have to revealed as
messages just need to be delivered by doing the best although they are not delivered to a special l
ocation. Nodes can leave and re-access the network anytime, accepting the chain with proof-ofwork while they were leaving. By extending the block for a valid one while rejecting invalid ones, p
articipants can express their opinion with proof-of-work computing power. This agreement schem
e is presented together with the rules and compensations.
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APP Electronic Wallet / POS System
APP Electronic Wallet
The Hidden Coin wallet works based on the messenger platform. This wallet is a highly secured P2P-based
messenger and have a user-friendly messenger interface. It can be used as a payment method while conv
eniently exchanging Hidden Coins as having a conversation with friends.
The principle of Hidden Coin that personal conversations should be confirmed only by the concerned indivi
duals agrees to the principle of cryptocurrency. Using the electronic wallet APP as a basic application of the
coin wallet will secure anonymity and security of transactions..

P2P Messenger Platform
The messenger platform of Hidden Coin is a P2P messenger platform which does not save messages in the
server. This platform does not save but just transmits the conversation of users in the server. This messen
ger enables devices to directly communicate each other and makes it impossible for conversation made to
be overheard or eavesdropped in the server as all the conversation will be encrypted by using users’ privat
e keys.

Electronic Wallet Function of Hidden Coin APP
Hidden Coin is a user-friendly messenger platform. This platform allows an easy subscription by using a phone
number, 1:1 conversation, and group conversation. It also allows cheap and prompt overseas fund transfer by li
nking to the Transfer system, the system for small-amount overseas fund transfer.

1. Subscription

Hidden coin Messenger
With perfect security

login

HDN COIN

join

Subscription is simple and easy: a user can subscribe and log
-in to the platform by using his/her phone number. If a differ
ent device is used with the same phone number, certification
is newly required and the data with the prior device will be all
deleted.

APP Electronic Wallet / POA System

2. Conversation
Conversation between the users cab be made by selecting a fr
iend from the friends list. The system provides 1:1 conversati
on and group conversation together with the function which n
otifies in the user profile section whether a user is online.

3.Transfer
Hidden Coin contains the Transfer which is for the small-amount overseas fund transfer. The Tran
sfer allows low-cost prompt overseas fund transfer by linking to Hidden Coin. Not requiring a sepa
rate account creation, the Transfer can be used just with the subscription. (the account registratio
n for deposits and withdrawals will be needed, however.)

Try to send HDN to
friends all over the worl
d.

Withdrawand Payme
nt Account

Pin Code.

APP Electronic Wallet / POA System
Main Features of Hidden Coin APP Electronic Wallet

Security
Hidden Coin is a P2P messenger with perfect security. All the conversation between the
users is made based on P2P between devices, while the server merely transmits them.
- Encrypted algorithm
Private keys are encrypted and saved in the Hidden APP.
Conversations can be made free from wiretapping as the conversation is transmitted bein
g encrypted with AES256 and deciphered at the final terminal.
In any occasion the server will not save the users’ conversations.

Simplicity
A phone number is all the user will need for subscription.
The system does not require any information other than a phone number.
It is a user-friendly as it has a general messenger interface,

Expandability
•

Hidden Coin can be expanded as a messenger platform.

•

It can be linked to small-amount overseas fund transfer, shopping mall, and payment
system as well as the Hidden Coin Wallet.

APP Electronic Wallet / POA System
POS System

Login with
merchant code

Hidden Coin merchant registration.
Issuance of the merchant code.

My smart phone
as a POS terminal

All you need it just Hidden Coin POS APP.
No need to install a separate POS system.

Easy payment

Payment by scanning the QR code based
on P2P system

Registration and
management of goods

Easy registration and management of go
ods.

Sales and inventory
management

Efficient store operation by identifying sal
es per day and time

Customer
management

Effective marketing through efficient
customer management

APP Electronic Wallet / POA System

POS System

Hidden Coin electronic wallet APP

Merchant APP

HDN

Payment is made at a very low fees through the complete direct trading payment structure not
requiring PG/VAN.
An easy payment system to complete transactions with just two steps of scan>>payment by sc
anning the QR code
Users make payment using the Hidden Coin APP Electronic Wallet while merchants use the PO
S APP.
It is a perfect direct payment in which payment and settlement are made simultaneously.

APP Electronic Wallet / POA System
POSAPP

HDNPOS

POS시스템

HH
DD
NN
PP
OO
SS

HDNPOS

HDN

HDNPOS

HDNPOS

APP Electronic Wallet / POA System
POSAPP
1. Merchantregistrationscreen

HDN주소

2. Registration and management of goods

APP Electronic Wallet / POA System
POSAPP
3. Management of order list and sales

4. Simple payment through the QR code scanning

HDN

HIDDEN COIN

Coin name : HIDDEN Coin

Anonymity : HDN Private Send function

Classification
Distribution of
Coins

Strength

Weakness
Adopted
coin
types

POP

POS

POW

(Proof Of Purchase)

(Proof Of Stake)

(Proof Of Work)

Stake of coins owned

Size of hash

Purchase genuine goods and
register purchase point
No mining expenses
No investment risk
Independent development and
update

Mining expenses
Minimized maintenance
fees (one PC + Internet is
all needed)
Security through distributed
network
Minimized Pump and Dump

Low name value

Low name value
High investment risk

CGM

COLX, PIVX

Used by current mainstream
coins
Established high market values

High power consumption
Constant hash maintenance
Purchase of ASIC and GPU
Low transaction volume
BTC, ETH, DASH,
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PRIVATE SALE:2018.07
HIDDEN COINSALE

1st round Close Per Sale

2018.07.25 ~

45 %

2nd round Per Sale

2018.08.06 ~

40%

3rd round Public Per Sale

2018.08.20~

35%

The total issuance of HDN is 8,000,000,000HDN. 560,000,000 will be mined first and the fund to be
raised through this will be used for platform development and PR/marketing.
The initial compensation plan is Private Sale +45% at the 1st round, Pre-Sale +40% at the 2nd round,
and 35% at the 3rd round during the period of crowd sale.

Allocation Plan

7%

30% Initial Execution Cost
7% Advisors

10%
30%

10% Software Development
3% Maintenance Team

3%

10% Marketing
5% Legal Framework and Finance
5% Contingencies
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30% Operations
5%
30%
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